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Rugby is a game that demands a lot of you physically, the better

equipped you are to deal with these demands, the easier the

game will become. 

The problem for rugby players is the same as for most people,

where to start what to do, and how to actually get better.
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The admirable, but incorrect solution is to just work hard. 

It’s a good start, it gets you from 0-1, but no more. With the levels

of athleticism you can achieve, we want to be going from 0-100.

Most players will spend so much time spinning their wheels that

they never see anything close to their true potential. You probably

feel like this yourself, hence you’re here reading this. 

 

Having spent over a decade in this field, I’ve found that amateur

players are making these 7 mistakes time and time again. A

huge part of my coaching process will be simply correcting these.

Now as a result of this guide, you have the opportunity to do that

yourself by simply seeing which of these apply to your training.

Enjoy,
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ONE
HAVING NO PLAN

Go into any gym and you’ll see this everywhere, people doing

random stuff. If you walk into a gym and think “ok, what should I

do today?” You’ve already lost.

You leave yourself to the whim of motivation. You’re most likely to

avoid the stuff that’s tough, the stuff that you need to do and

instead do the things you’re already good at in order to make

yourself feel good. 

That’s if you even make it to the gym in the first place. After all, if

you don’t have a plan, you’re not missing out on anything.
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The purpose of training is to create stress on the body, which the

body adapts to, so that it can do better next time.

If you are consistent and specific with this stress, the body will

continue to adapt. This is the training process and it takes time.If

you do random stuff, you are not sending any consistent signal for

the body to adapt.

You’re in the gym because you want to achieve something. You

need to have a plan to achieve it. That plan is what will take you

from where you are now, to where you want to be.
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TWO
 BEING UNREALISTIC WITH TIME

It’s easy to set yourself some crazy goal and plan to achieve it when
you’re mega motivated. But if what good is this plan if it only is ever going
to last a couple of weeks?! This is sadly the approach that so many rugby
players take. 
They demand so much from themselves and inevitably find that life gets in
the way and they "fall off the wagon".

We all know that long-term consistent is what produces amazing results
progress. If you’re going to get these results, you need to be realistic
with how much time you can commit. 

“Plan for the worst, hope for the best” Jack Reacher

Months/years of progress with 2-4 sessions a week is what
separates those in great shape from those who look for excuses. 
Fit your training in around the schedule you’ve already got and simply
focus on what needs to be done each session.
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THREE
TRAINING FOR FAT LOSS

Being too fat is going to hinder your performance for sure. But it isn’t a
training problem, it’s a diet problem. 

Even the most brutal of conditioning sessions is no match for a decent-
sized pizza.

Strength and Conditioning about improving your physical qualities to
enhance your performance. If the goal for your training is fat loss, it just
becomes a case of burning calories, the more calories burned, the better.
This doesn’t really narrow your options and can result in your training just
being a waste of time. There are so many physical adaptations you can
make through training instead - all of which still burn calories!
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As mentioned earlier, you need to be specific and consistent with your
training to make the body adapt. Burning calories is not specific - you’re
burning calories reading this right now! Demand more from yourself and
your training.  

Train to get stronger, more powerful, fitter, faster, more agile… to be a
better rugby player! If this means you burn 150 less calories in a session,
put down the teaspoon of peanut butter and address your diet instead.

Rugby Muscle athlete Adrian did no specific fat-loss training during his
return to rugby, a return that saw him become a starter his team's league-
winning campaign
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four
COPYING OTHER SPORTS

If you’re training to be a better rugby player, train to be a better

rugby player. Of course we can take ideas and inspiration from

other sports, but you must remember that they are OTHER SPORTS.
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And you don’t need to do the things other sports require:

- You don’t need to get a stronger squat, bench or deadlift. 

You’re not a powerlifter.

-You don’t need to improve your upper chest or biceps peak.

You’re not a bodybuilder.

-You don’t need to do any metcons. 

You’re not a crossfitter.

-You don’t need to do handstands or the splits. 

You’re not a gymnast. 

-You don’t need to snatch or clean heavier. 

You’re not a weightlifter.

If you’re trying to be a better rugby player, that is the goal.
Yes, part of that may well include some of the things mentioned
above, but it could also be fine if your plan included nothing
mentioned above.

There are many ways to become a better athlete. If you want do
it efficiently and without unnecessary stress and injury then you
cannot be held to the rules of other sports. 

Simply focus on the outcomes you want from your training, and be
deliberate with your methods to get there.
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five
OVERCOMPLICATING

To be fair, this isn't your fault, it's deep-rooted in human nature, and
will probably appear in other areas of life. Humans tend to prefer
complex solutions to problems rather than simple ones. 

For example, if you're asked to choose a number from 20-90, you’re
almost certainly going to think of any other number, instead of the
simple 20 or 90 that are right there. 

It’s really simple, but we just like to make things more complex
than they need to be.
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S&C for rugby does not need to be overly complicated, or sexy. The
work that needs to be done usually isn't sexy.

Rugby players are also often guilty of overcomplicating their training
by trying to make everything “functional”.

Firstly, understand that “Functional” these days is just a marketing
term that is completely meaningless.

This is just beautifully ironic because the word function actually
refers to a special or specific purpose. 

Every training method and exercise is functional if it achieves it’s
purpose of getting you towards your goal of being a better rugby
player.

If you’re goal is to build more muscle in your upper body, then a
machine chest press can be incredibly functional.
Whereas if you do everything on a Swiss ball, it's actually LESS
functional, as you’ll need to sacrifice the weight that builds strength.
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Bosu balls, tyres, bands and sleds are no more functional than a
barbell. In fact, they are actually LESS functional if the goal is to get
bigger and stronger, and even more powerful (since strength will
massively increase power)

The beauty of using barbells, dumbbells and simple movements is
that you can easily see progression. As you get stronger, you move
more weight, for more reps. And if you want to get bigger and
stronger, that should be your focus.

Rugby Muscle is a business that's primary focus is helping rugby
players in the gym. If there was a benefit to this "functional"
nonsense, you'd have been told it in this document.

Remember the specific stress outlined in the Chapter 1? Well those
specific stresses do not apply to your skills, especially not in the gym.

Use the gym to become a better athlete, and then go use that
athleticism to be a better rugby player.
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six
NOT GRABBING THE

LOW-HANGING FRUIT

The great thing about rugby is how many different ways you can be
challenged.You can try to beat your opponent for strength in a
collision (whether it's a ruck, carry or tackle), or you can use
explosive power to get the advantage, you might also use some
agility to get them off balance first, or combine it with speed to
avoid the collision altogether. 

Battles like this happen over and over again for 80 minutes, all whilst
demanding a relatively clear head in order to make the correct read
and outthink the opponent. 
This is in addition to position-specific situations such as set piece
contests or broken field opportunities.

This is what makes rugby so beautiful.
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And it’s also why being in great shape can massively help you

compete. 

You reading this probably possess one or two of these physical traits

(strength, speed etc). But that doesn’t mean you are necessarily in

great shape.

Being in great shape for rugby will mean that you perform well

across the board. You also will almost certainly have a glaring

weakness. That weakness exists because you avoid it, preferring to

train things you’re already good at because, well, you train them.

You should train the aspects that you’re weakest at, not because it’s

so difficult, but because it’s so EASY to improve. 

This is a point that’s always misunderstood. It’s actually much easier

to work on these things because you’re a newbie again, and get to

experience newbies gains all over again in a different area…

Adding size if you’ve never trained hypertrophy doesn’t require

much. 

Getting fitter if you’ve never run is really easy (in fact, it needs to

be) 

Getting stronger if you’ve never properly trained for it is as easy as

jumping off a boat and hitting water!

The improvement you’ll feel in your game will be profound. At worst,

it will make however you normally play the game feel easier, at best

it can completely revolutionise the way you play! Grab that fruit.
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seven
WAITING

If you want to be in shape and perform at your best then you should
already be doing something about it. 
If you’re not, then you should already be putting things in place to
make sure you will be able to as soon as possible.
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If you’re in the trap of “waiting for the right time” then you’ll more

than likely be waiting forever. There is no “right time”. Life will

always be happening and there will always be things in the way

making things more difficult. At the same time, there will always,

ALWAYS be solutions to these problems.

The reality is that your training will never be perfect… NEVER. But

rather than stop you from doing anything, it should liberate you, it

should give you the opportunity to put your best effort towards your

training anyway.

As stated earlier, you will need a plan, you will need some thought

put into your training. But that planning and thinking does not have

to be done by you, having a coach removes you from the effortful

thinking and planning process and allows you to simply focus on the

doing. For those on a budget, joining Team Rugby Muscle will have

you training effectively and efficiently without making these

mistakes or overthinking.

Whatever you decide, you cannot afford to keep waiting, thinking

and analyzing. 

The only possible way that you’ll get results is by doing work. 

Get going.

https://rugby-muscle.com/elite/
https://rugby-muscle.com/elite/
https://rugby-muscle.com/team/
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Boom.
Those are the 7 Deadly Sins of Rugby Strength & Conditioning. 
Understand and avoid these sins and I guarantee you will see
progress like never before. Progress you will feel in the gym, you will
see in the mirror and that you LOVE on the rugby pitch.

Tj Jankowski

If you'd like more help in your journey, Rugby Muscle is here to
help! Simply reach out via email or check out rugby-muscle.com


